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THE METHOD OF DOMAIN MODEL CREATION USING FRAMES 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MONITORING SYSTEMS 
The paper describes an approach to the problem of creating a 
domain model, and a parametric model of controlled engineering 
objects. The approach is based on using set theory and the concepts 
of frames, explained all the necessary concepts and attributes of the 
models are explained, and an option is offered of a computer (ma-
chine) implementation. 
Key words: application domain, semantic object, frame, semi-
otic table. 
Introduction. Complex technical objects have long been widely used 
in various industries. To ensure continuity, reliability and efficiency of the 
associated process it is necessary to monitor the status of these objects. In 
our time monitoring and control systems (MCS) are developed and created 
for this purpose. The task of developing new and more sophisticated sys-
tems of this type is very pressing because of the need to ensure the moni-
toring of the ever-growing number of complex technical objects and the 
increased demands on the reliability and effectiveness of related processes. 
In the development and creation of MCS the simulation of the con-
trolled object must be as accurate as possible. In such systems it is also 
necessary to implement the system of expert decision-making support. All 
of these features require problem domain (PD) information to be stored in 
a database — the description of technical processes, characteristics of ob-
jects, the decision making rules. This information should be structured and 
organized for the most effective (cost of time and the output completeness 
for relevant queries) access to it. To do this, the task of constructing a cor-
rect semiotic model correctly of the selected PD is set. This article de-
scribes one of the possible way to solve it. 
Properties and stages of PD development in MCS. For the formal 
construction of the semiotic MCS PD model and its specific linguistic con-
tent the most important stages are: the development of the actual MCS 
domain; its decomposition into components and classes of objects of dif-
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ferent levels of complexity and organization down to elementary semantic 
objects; the study of the properties of objects, their structures of hierarchy, 
relationships and other system properties. 
MCS domain is a complex system of our ideas about the definition of 
the categories of objects and phenomena of the real world. It reflects the 
merits of our knowledge of many areas of science and technology. MCS 
itself is one of the PD. 
Subject area consists of a variety of objects and relations between 
them. In this context, any independent conceptual whole of real interest to 
us will be called a PD object, its component parts, if any, - the elements, 
and the object — a complex semantic object. Quantitative measure of the 
number of characteristics of the elements of a complex semantic object is 
called its properties. Between the elements of a complex semantic object, 
there is always some connection or relationship. A scheme of these con-
nections shows the structure of the object and is called a network. 
Most complex semantic object data domain MCS are dynamic. They 
have the ability to change the structure of their relations, and quantitative 
characteristics of the elements — the properties. 
MCS mobility can only be achieved if there are formal tools devel-
oped declarative semantics of MCS PD and their relationships. In addition, 
there must be means to automatically generate intra-machine models of 
semantic objects based on declarative description. 
The variety of connections and relationships between the semantic MCS 
PD allows the partitioning of the domain into a number of simpler subsystems 
of semantic objects. They themselves can be quite complex systems. 
The set of semantic objects S of the domain R we will call the base 
set, and together with the notation S(P) use the notation MB. At the base set 
MB can distinguish the set of subsets ,
iBM  such that ,iB B
i
M M= U i.e. 
sharing for some properties and characteristics semantic objects to a set of 
classes that can both intersect ( 0
i jB BM M ¹I ) or not ( 0i jB BM M =I ). 
The set of names of links or relationships between the semantic ob-
jects is called basic signature WB connections and relationships of the do-
main on the base set MB. Structure of the individual sub-systems of seman-
tic domain Si can be implemented in a subset of the relations in the signa-
ture WB, i.e. in the signature ,
iBW  where .iB B
i
W = WU  The sets of seman-
tic subsystems Si of the MCS domain, regarded as a complex system S, 
enter into a fairly sophisticated communication and relationships. This 
produces other classes of semantic objects (subsystems) as Si can be either 
disjoint classes of base semantic object set ( 0
i jB BM M ¹I ) as well inter-
secting signature subsets ( 0
i jB BW W ¹I  ), in which they are defined. 
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MCS PD consists of a set of polymorphic semantic objects. Strict 
formal description of the structure of objects, their properties and relations 
between them and the development of a formalized model МS of the MCS 
PD must be based on the methods of general systems theory. 
A mathematical model of PD. In systems theory, as model (or a re-
lational system) X is considered a set of M with a given set of relations on 
it ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 21 2, , , mi i imr r rK with respective arity i1, i2, ..., im and signature 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 21 2, , , mi i imR R RW = K  (relations names), where ( ) ( ) .j ji ij jr Ra æ ö= ç ÷è ø  
Ordered set (tuple) ( ) ( )( )1 2, , , ,kkx x x RaÎK  satisfying k-ary relation 
( ) ( )( ) ,k kr Ra= is a subset of the Cartesian product of r(k) = М ´ М ´ ... ´ 
´ М (k times) of M. 
It is important to understand that the mathematical model 
X = (М, {r}) of an object or phenomenon of the real world is a model for-
mulated in a formal theory Т = (W, {WB}, {r}). T is an axiomatic descrip-
tion of the most important selected properties of the considered object or 
phenomenon of obeying certain rules on the basis of a set of axioms {F} 
of this theory and a set of inference rules {r}. Formulations of the laws of 
the proposed theory in the process of mathematical modeling of an object 
or phenomenon depend mainly on the level of knowledge about the nature 
of the object, on the level of knowledge about its relationship with the 
environment and on the level of abstraction in the modeling of both the 
object and the environment. 
A convenient way to describe semantic polymorphic MCS PD is a 
logical construct called a systems theory framework: К = ((М, a), W2, E), 
or К = (М, {rj}, {Qj}, {Еk}), where M is the base set; a — a function 
which associates with the names of relations {Rj} = W1 in the signature W1 
a set of relations {ri}, i.e., ( ) ,i ir Ra=  W2 = {Wj} — signature W2 with a 
set of names of relations {Wj}, which has no common relationship names 
with W1, Е = {Еk} — a set of axioms, which involve the names of relations 
as of W1, as well as of W2. 
Model X1 = (М, {ri}) (or X1 = ((М, a)) is called the base model skele-
ton in the signature W1. At the same basic set of M the second model X2 = 
(М, {qj}) (or X2 = ((М, g)) of the signature W2 = {Wj} can also be deter-
mined with the function g, which assigns to the names of relations {Wj} 
relations {qj}, i.e., Wj = g{qj). 
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The state of the carcass is the model КS = (М, d) in the signature 
1 2 ,W = W È W  for which function б and д are the same in the signature, 
and thus the axiomatic E = E{k} is performed. Basic frame model is the 
articulation decomposition, and the frame itself — its representation. 
Names of relations — the essence of a possible relationship on the base set 
M, and the relations {rj} are already fixed in the base model. 
Composition of frames { } { } { }( )1 1 11 1, , ,i j kK M r Q E=  and 2K =  
{ } { } { }( )2 2 22 , , ,i j kM r Q E=  is the frame { } { } { }( ), , , ,i j kK M r Q E=  for 
which 1 2 ,M M M= È  { } { } { }1 2 ,i i ir r r= È  { } { } { } { }1 2 ,j j jQ Q Q H= È È  
{ } { } { } { }1 2 3 ,k k k kE E E E= È È  where H is the name of a binary relation 
(interpreted as a correspondence between the base sets M1 and M2) 
{ }3kE  — a set of axioms that define the type of composition. 
System S (or its individual subsystems Si) can be thus represented by a 
set of frames (polyframe). State of such polyframe X = (М, {r}) is a concrete 
realization (model system), in which a basic set is the union of all basic sets of 
frames Mi ( i
i
M M= U ), And a set of relations {r} characterizes the relation-
ship between all the elements of M, Mi and their possible compositions. 
Principles of PD decomposition. MCS PD decomposition is a re-
presentation of it with frames. From the base set MB object classes or sub-
systems are isolated. As a result we get a basic subset  .
iBM  To construct 
the appropriate frameworks set of relations is fixed on them. 
Semantic objects polymorphism is taken into account by construction 
of multiple frames on the same subsets of MB and various frames composi-
tions for the of non-intersecting or overlapping subsets. 
The task of MCS PD decomposition is to build structural models of 
semantic objects S(P) in order to find the best mapping l: S(Р) ® L(G) of 
the set S(P) in a problem with the grammar G of the language L. Therefore 
it is necessary to strive to: 
· carry out a reasonable compromise between the complexity of a formal 
description of the machine models of general systems theory and the 
necessary level of detail and abstraction from non-existent properties 
(minimizing the total number of modules and their composition); 
· when considering the subject-matter with certain positions for the syn-
thesis of various semantic models of complex objects maximize use of 
an already established classification; 
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· achieve such a partition into subsets and the types of relationships that 
would form the tree-like or fairly simple networks, which can be 
graphically presented using graphs; 
· identify a hierarchy of semantic subdomain for hierarchical structuring 
of the MCS problem language; 
· achieve models homogeneity inside of a semantic structuring systems in 
order to structure MCS problem languages into problematic sections. 
Using semantic networks and frames in the PD decomposition. 
Successful solution of these problems is possible only if there is a certain 
formalism of knowledge representation in a computer. Ongoing work in 
this area has shown that the most effective way of formal knowledge re-
presentation are semantic networks. 
The reason for the wide application of semantic networks is the ver-
satility of the conceptual basis used in them. Specialization in the semantic 
network is represented by a directed graph with labeled nodes and arcs, 
and vertices correspond to certain semantic objects, and arcs — to the se-
mantic relationships between these objects. 
In databases the smallest unit of information is a basic object. The set 
of elementary objects in the database is divided into subsets — categories 
that have a unique name — aspect. Any object is represented by an ele-
mentary scalar value of a certain type. 
The tops of the semantic network in the presentation of its elementa-
ry objects can be attributed: each vertex is mapped to an attribute. Seman-
tic network of this type of relational form corresponds to the data descrip-
tion in the syntagmatic chain language. Elementary syntagm — an element 
of a syntagmatic chain — has the form t1Rt2, where t1 and t2 are elements, 
and R — a relation, fixed between them. 
In more complex semantic networks of complex objects may be put in-
to databases — data structures. Their base set, in order of increasing prece-
dence, comprises: data element, data group, the group relation database. In 
the domain group is a linear combination of components (attributes). In the 
field of artificial intelligence greater use is made of the semantic network of 
frames, frame-based languages generalizing relational type languages. There 
is a shift from single-level descriptions of relational type to multi-level, hie-
rarchical descriptions with frames of different levels. 
The term «frame» was proposed by the American cybernetics 
M. Minskii [1]. From the point of view of the formal theory the frame is a 
formal pattern that matches a certain event, phenomenon, state. It is a collec-
tion of information that characterizes the event or condition. This information-
al data corresponds to specific areas of memory reserved for the data types of 
information called «slots». To get a frame from a complex medium of con-
crete knowledge about reality (an instance of the frame), the slots have to satu-
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rate specific data. The greater the number of slots in the frame, the more di-
verse, and more versatile system will be able to be described by it. 
Semantic frame-based networks consist of abstract and concrete net-
works. Abstract network meanwhile are complex frames, and specific ones 
are instances of these frames. In the domain all the concepts are arranged 
hierarchically, forming, when generalized, a superconcept (more complex 
semantic objects), and when detailed — subconcepts. 
Computer models of MCS PD. In MCS information is of semiotic 
nature. This allows a unified approach to the creation of computer models 
of MCS PD based on semantic networks and the problem of recognition, 
retrieval and presentation coming from the designer's sense of informa-
tion — the input assignments for MCS. This information has meaning 
only in relation to specific project activities. Its understanding is the struc-
turing of information in accordance with its intended use — the process of 
filtering the information based of which the frames are activated and filled 
with the information from the original job. 
Despite the variety of MCS PD semantic objects, they can be 
represented as simple semantic objects, i.e. the MCS PD data decomposi-
tion and structuring can be performed. Polymorphism of the MCS seman-
tic objects is also a subject to decomposition on the individual MCS PD 
subdomains, the stages of design, design objectives, types of technologies, 
methods, solutions, etc. 
As a result, you can identify the most common types of semantic ob-
jects used in solving specific design problems in which the frames are fair-
ly simple structure, and the slots are of a permanent fixed type of informa-
tion (data). Such a frame is a way of representing the semantic object that 
has strictly fixed dimensions (attributes) and can be represented as a tuple 
of attributes with the strict order of the sections of memory to be allocated 
under the slots (attribute values). Subconceps hierarchy defining this se-
mantic object is fixed using the group relation 1 : т. 
Semantic attributes of a relational table. Let’s consider such info-
logical object as a semantic relational table with a group ratio of 1 : т. Its 
elements are the attributes values (complex or simple). Group ratio 1 : m is 
the ratio of the strictly (tree-like) order. 
The formal description — a pattern in which the table is filled with 
semantic information (attribute values), — will be a simple frame. To im-
plement the semantic objects of MCS PD and fix types of intra-machine 
representations the following model of attributes, frames and subframes is 
proposed in [2]. 
Semantic table attribute is a local attribute. Its scope is a semantic ta-
ble, i.e. superconcept (semantic object), of which it is a simple concept. 
The composition of any attribute or a more complex object includes 
the name of the concept of I1. It is a symbolic value that represents the PD 
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concept mnemonic name, that can include the words of a natural language 
(handles) Mnemonic names are interpreted as references to the concepts in 
the domain dictionary (thesaurus) with which pragmatic relationships be-
tween natural language words (PD concepts) are set. 
Semantic attributes of the tables are divided into simple and complex. 
Simple semantic attribute table A1 is defined as follows: 
A1 = (I1, I2, VT, МС, MA, KI), 
where I1 is the name of the concept; I2 is an attribute intra-machine repre-
sentation identifier; VT — the type of the attribute value (character string, 
integer, real or logical constant): MC — memory capacity in bytes (mini-
mum and maximum), reserved for the value of the attribute; MA — ad-
dress in memory (semantic table), KI — a key identifier (token). 
The second type of attributes A2 is an array of simple attributes of 
type A1 and is represented as 
A2 = (I1, I2, N, ME, VT, МС, SMA, KI), 
where I1, I2, VT, MC, KI have the same meaning as for the simple attribute 
A1; N is the actual number of elements, ME — maximum number of ele-
ments in the array; SMA — first element value recording start address. 
The ID attribute of the array A2 is I2 = <key, name>. It consists of the 
MAS keyword and an identifier. 
A third type of attribute is a group of three different types of attributes 
that together make a subconcept of higher hierarchy, made of simple concepts, 
but not being a superconcept (it comes as part of a superconcept). 
The group is represented by six objects 
А3 = (I1, I2, N, SMA, KI, {Aij}), 
where I1, I2, SMA, KI have the same meaning as for the attributes A1 and 
A2; N is the number of attributes in the group; {Aij} — a list of simple 
attributes of one or arrays of simple attributes A2 (A2 = 1, 2). 
Identifier I2 starts with a keyword GR, followed by a unique group 
name. 
A fourth type of attribute A4 completes the hierarchy of semantic 
attributes of tables and an array of attribute groups: 
А4 = (I1, I2, N, МЕ, МА, К1, А3), 
where A3 is the name of the group; N — the actual value of the array of 
groups, ME — the maximum possible number of elements in the array of 
groups. 
The ID I2 for attributes of type A4 starts with the keyword MGR. 
These four types of attributes in sufficient detail reflect the necessary 
means of providing tree-type superconcept of the PD with up to three le-
vels deep. 
High nesting level can be achieved either by using the concept of de-
composition of the attribute of the fifth type — subtree represented by a 
five, which may also contain subtrees themselves  
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А5 = (I1, I2, МА, К1, А3, {Aij}), 
where i = 1 ,  2, 3, 4 ,  5; {Aij} — attribute list of types 1—5. 
The ID I2 for attributes of type A5 starts with the keyword TR (tree). 
Elementary frame (system-structural view) of a superconcept de-
scribes through concepts included in it a pattern of semantic tables and 
appears as a triplet 
F = (I1, I2, {Aij}), 
where I1 — superconcept name; I2 — semantic table pattern identifier, 
starting with the keyword PATT; {Aij} — the list of attributes of the se-
mantic table patterns. 
Subframe (superconcept of higher hierarchy) is a formal description 
of a complex semantic object based on the composition of frames and is 
represented by: 
SF = (I1, I2, {Fij}), 
where I1 — superconcept name (complex semantic object); I2 — subframe 
pattern identifier, starting with the keyword I1, I2, SUBF; {Fij} — list of 
elementary frames or subframes, that are part of the subframe. 
Thus, the subframe is a complex object in a semantic tables hierar-
chical set (tuple). 
Subframe may be formed as a composite of two frames or the other 
set-theoretic operation on the attributes of frames. 
In this case, it is given by a syntagm (three objects), which includes 
the names of the two frames (semantic tables templates) and the name of 
the semantic function with a certain set of parameters indicated. 
Subframe (frame) of this type will be described as following: 
SF = (I1, I, F1j, F2j, SMk, {P}), 
where I1 and 12 are respectively superconcept name and subframe template 
ID; F1j —  the first frame of the j-type, F2j — second frame of the j-type; 
SMk — the name of a semantic function, {P} — the list of parameters. 
For a list of options attributes of the first and second frames can be taken, 
which will join the subframe in accordance with the function of SMk. 
List of parameters {P} can be for a number of functions blank if sub-
frame is formed by a simple composition of frames 
FM =  FМ1 È FМ2, 
where FM1 — set of named attributes of the first frame and FM2 — a set 
of named attributes of the second frame, FM — a set of non-recurring sub-
frame named attributes. 
Composition of frames and subframes can form quite complex tree-
like semantic network. Implementation of semantic chains with more com-
plex kind of group relation: n: m, i.e .representation in the form of frame-
works and systems, can be achieved by introducing a number of special se-
mantic functions, allowing to get new frames and subframes based on the 
theoretic set transformations on the sets of semantic tables attributes. 
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These transformations can be specified by the syntagmatic chain lan-
guage (procedural knowledge) in the form of syntagm chains t1rt2, where t1 
and t2 are semantic objects; r is a mapping operation, the semantic function. 
Intra-machine representation of the MCS PD will be a semantic network, 
i.e. a compound semantic object. Since the MCS PD model is a collection of 
intra-machine representations in the form of frames of declarative knowledge 
we will identify it with the knowledge base and denote as b. 
The base of b is a semantic frame network of semantic tables pat-
terns, i.e. ordered set of composite semantic objects Sb. It appears in the 
form of attribute-based, labeled graph GRb = (W, R) with the set of 
attribute nodes labeled W and the set of marked edges labeled R with the 
marking functions y1 and y2, i.e. 
y1: W ® WW and y2: R ® WR,, 
where WW È WR is an operation signature on composite objects of the base 
Sb, where: 
Sb = {W, L, y, B0, A, D}, 
where L Í M ´ M ´ N Î LR — set of ordered links; y Ч a set of the func-
tions of marks, B0 — set of initial vertices (for superconcepts or concepts) 
A — the set of attributes; D — set of attributes implementation scopes. 
To implement the m-ary operations m ³ 0 of signatures  
0
W R m
m³
W = W È W - WU  we will use a variety of semantic functions that 
perform set-theoretic, logic, arithmetic, symbolic processing, and the like; 
operations on semantic objects Sb of the base в, subframes, frames, their 
attributes and names for the formation of new superconcept in terms of 
frames and semantic tables attributes, fixing semantic objects polymor-
phism. Based on the representations of subframes SF, frames F, semantic 
attributes of tables A1 — A5 a declarative representation of the domain 
model is built as a base в in the language of the base declaration. 
It is proposed [2] to include base declaration language in the meta-
language of the first group, serving as means of describing MCS input 
languages. 
The inclusion of base declaration language in this meta-language al-
lows the simultaneous declaration of base and description of the syntax 
and semantics of the MCS input language. It is possible to automatically 
select a group of semantic objects that are directly in the MCS input tasks, 
not the result of any of the project activities. 
This allows the attribute markup of grammatical concepts through the 
attributes of the source language semantic tables and subframes. 
The inclusion of base declaration language into the meta-languages 
that describe the MCS input language allows for the following features: 
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· declarative mapping of MCS PD P semantic objects into a set of com-
posite semantic objects Sв of the base в (machine domain model) q: 
S(P) ® Sb Î b, and inverse mapping q-1: Sb ® S(P); 
· simple description of the attributes that make up the semantic descrip-
tion of the table with their simultaneous intra-machine representation; 
· simple relationship between the MCS input language grammatical con-
cepts, PD semantic objects S(P), the composite semantic objects Sв of the 
base в in the form of attributed semantic tables and subframes, i.e. imple-
mentation of maps of the form L ® S(P) ® Sb by using an attribute mar-
kup language grammar with modified Backus — Naur forms; 
· the use of attributed grammars to describe the syntax and semantics of 
the input language with linking input language semantic objects to I 
PD P semantic objects S(P) and with the composite semantic objects Sв 
of the PD computer model — base в. 
Conclusions. The proposed method allows to build a PD model for use 
in MCS and expert decision-making support systems, and also to build para-
metric model to manage complex technical object using information on PD. 
Selected mathematical apparatus makes the method versatile and 
suitable for use in a variety of areas — management of energy facilities, 
expert decision-making support systems, etc. For the high level of formali-
ty it is possible to build not only mathematical, but also a computer model. 
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